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needs and satisfying their requirements. The company must constantly introduce their goods to society 

not only in domestic market but also in foreign market.  

Companies were trying not to invest money in marketing activities 5 years ago. But if we look at 

the statistic of IT companies, they become active only last 2-3years. 18.7% of companies were using 

marketing activities in 2002. In 2009 their number increase in 32.8%. 

For example, Georgian winery companies are not active in marketing activities and they only 

show commercials in New-Year days. This is a big mistake because consumer must be always informed 

about the values and advantages of the goods. In 2001 the Georgian winery company has invested 5 

million dollars in planning marketing activities in Russian market. The result was, that the wine occupied 

33% of the Russian market. If winery companies will use marketing activities, they will have chance to 

satisfy all segments of consumers.  

Another important issue is a modern problems of management. Management in the 

macroeconomic level should consider global processes that are associated with the development of the 

global economic system. The paradigm shift in macroeconomic management leads to changes in the 

principles of organization goals. It changes current concepts of management. Following situations 

describes modern problems of management: 

1. Denial of classical management rules. These rules include factors, which claims, that 

success of the company is based on reducing costs; 

2. Using system theory makes easy to discuss manufacturing as a whole system. It is 

somehow related to the firm’s internal environment. Companies should adapt to the changes of the 

internal environment for effective functioning of system; 

3. Situational management means that functioning of the firm is stipulated by the reaction 

from the environment; 

4. The new paradigm of management pays great attention to the organization and less 

attention to the leadership and management styles, qualification and the peoples reaction to changes.  

Thereby it is quite difficult to discuss principles of management practically. It requires to 

overview business philosophy, to change psychology of staff including managers and improve their 

qualification. All the big companies are trying to avoid old hierarchical system and to establish a simple 

relationship with staff and between them.  
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CITY PROMOTION STRATEGY SUCCESS FACTORS 

Successful construction and implementation of a city promotion strategy depends, to a certain degree, 

on local authorities support and taking major responsibility for activities referring to city promotion by 

the representatives of science, business and residents who altogether get involved in its problems and by 

means of their attitude contribute to its promotion [Insch 2011, p. 12]. Entering into peculiar partnership 

for the benefit of city promotion, within the framework of which a strategy may become the signpost 

indicating directions for adequate activities, allows to unify and stimulate the efficiency of the carried out 

projects [Gelder 2011, p. 44]. 

In the group of factors contributing to city promotion strategy construction the following may be 

listed: complex socio-economic diagnosis, which is crucial for at least two reasons. Firstly, it allows to 

define what kind of development and promotion oriented potential is available at our disposition. 

Secondly, in the process of diagnosis the occurring deficiencies may be specified as well as the areas 

http://live.ge/r-32175
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which require the most urgent remedial actions may be detected. Correct socio-economic diagnosis 

becomes, at the same time, the background for further activities focused on city environment analysis or 

preparing both the mission and vision included in the promotion strategy. The process of diagnosis 

preparation is most frequently divided into the following areas: environmental, demographic, economic, 

technical infrastructure and social infrastructure. 

Another factor discussed is the consensus of local community which may be generally understood as 

the agreement accepting a compromise solution or presenting the same opinions. The role of consensus, 

in the aspect of city promotion strategy construction, manifests itself in considering the needs and desires 

of urban community and in this context a strategy should represent the tool for meeting local community 

aspirations. The efficiency of solutions worked out within the framework of such consensus is 

conditioned by the involvement of all interested parties in this process [Eden, Ackermann 1998, p. 254]. 

Correct specification of goals and directions for promotional activities represent crucial factors in 

promotion strategy construction which unfortunately are often disregarded or referred to with inadequate 

attention in the available studies. In case of goals the situation is relatively satisfactory and does not result 

in major problems of methodological nature. The available studies most often provide the, so called, 

dendrograms which define strategic objectives (including a horizontal one), operational objectives and 

tasks assigned to them for implementation. Owing to their specific nature the objectives included in the 

promotion strategy are different from these presented by town development strategy, however, they 

should be compatible, at least to a certain extent, which definitely facilitates an overall town 

development. The problem of promotion directions specification is not always so clearly presented and 

in-depth characterized. This is absolutely crucial since following the correct path influences all 

subsequent activities and influences both efficiency and effectiveness of an overall strategy 

implementation. Specifying the leading promotional message and communicating a cohesive 

developmental vision allows for focusing the conducted activities on due objectives and becomes more 

transparent for potential addressees [Wardrop 2010, p. 149]. Professional literature emphasizes the 

reasons behind such management or place arrangement to meet the expectations of target markets [Kotler, 

Hamlin, Rein, Haider 2002, p. 183]. 

The involvement of local authorities, as the next factor determining the process of successful strategy 

construction, seems an indispensable component. Town authorities play the leading role in both strategy 

construction and the subsequent implementation of strategic goals defined within its framework. They 

also play the function of a moderator or a host of all activities referring to the document preparation and 

also, in most cases, cover the costs of such work. Adequate involvement increases by far the probability 

of final success and for local authorities it is also an opportunity to strengthen their position or to 

construct a favourable image among urban space users [Rainisto 2003, p. 139]. 

Among factors enhancing success in an implementation phase the crucial role is played by an 

efficient management system. City promotion strategy represents a complex process covering numerous 

phenomena frequently occurring simultaneously [Daft, Marcic 2008, p. 189]. Within the framework of 

the discussed process an overall package of projects has to be managed, which often originate from 

different areas of town functioning and that requires high organizational skills, knowledge and 

experience. One of simple solutions in this matter seems delegating strategy implementation to one of 

organizational units operating within the structures of town authorities. This solution, however, brings 

about several potential threats, among which the absence of professional knowledge and experience 

regarding the selected projects, may be listed. 

Correct selection of substantive tools for strategic goals realization, as an important component of the 

implementation phase, should be preceded as defining the main target groups of strategy addresses among 

which there are town inhabitants, entrepreneurs (currently functioning within the town borders and the 

potential ones), tourists and holidaymakers, potential residents, students, representatives of science, 

culture and education. Among tools for strategic objectives implementation, having assumed correct 

choice of tasks or projects to be carried out, it may prove helpful, in the context of promotion strategy, to 

take advantage of the promotion – mix, understood as the composition of means representing diversified 

functions and internal structure, used in the process of communication between an organization and the 
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market. A standard promotion – mix set is made up of advertisement, public relations and publicity, sales 

promotion (additional sales) and personal sales [Kotler, Armstrong, Saunders, Wong 1999, p. 772]. 

City promotion strategy evaluation, constituting the next discussed factor, should be of permanent 

nature and be performed with due diligence by the team for promotion strategy implementation. In 

relation to town self-governments functioning it may be assumed that a single, multifaceted, standardized 

evaluation system for promotion strategy evaluation does not exist. The occurring diversity, in this matter, 

results from versatile approaches, goals and organizational preferences. Strategy monitoring, as part of 

evaluation process, allows to control its efficiency, effectiveness and benefits resulting from its 

implementation and also facilities, in grounded cases, taking decisions about redefining the directions of 

promotional and developmental activities or introducing update, if necessary. 

The final factor discussed in the implementation stage is represented by the alternative action plans 

eliminating potential risks. In every strategic project, including city promotion strategy, unexpected 

occurrences, problems, random situations may occur. In order to avoid them and as the manifestation of 

professional approach influencing effective implementation, alternative action plans and preventive 

methods eliminating the effecters of unforeseen events should be prepared in advance.  
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WHY CERTAIN LOCAL AUTHORITIES ARE NOT INTERESTED IN LOCAL 

DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT? POLISH EXPERIENCES 

Local development strategic management is a complex process of obtaining, processing and 

generating information by local authorities (commune, district) the final effect of which are their own 

decisions and the decisions of entities they cover, resulting in the development of a local system 

characteristic for them (commune, district) in a long time perspective. It can be also described as complex 

process of obtaining, processing and generating information by supra-local authorities (regional, state, 

international) the final effect of which are their own decisions, as well as the decisions of entities they 

cover, resulting in common application of local development processes in the due administrative area. In 

the further part we’ll focus on first way of this category perceiving.  

Numerous publications, devoted to these problems, were also issued, both abroad and in Poland. 

Therefore, it may be expected that in view of local and supra-local high rank results of communal self-

government activities and the availability of widely recognized recommendations, strategic management 

– in the full understanding of this concept – will spread and become common practice for them with its 

quality presenting high standards. Unfortunately, the Author’s knowledge and experience gained as the 


